Stress-strain characteristics of normal and emphysematous hamster lung strips.
A simple mathematical model of the one dimensional, stress-strain behavior of hamster lung tissue based on strain energy considerations was tested in degassed, uniaxially stretched strips obtained from normal and emphysematous hamster lungs cycled in saline. The relationship between Eulerian stress (sigma) and extension ratio (lambda) was found to take the form sigma = (lambda 2-1/lambda) x f(lambda) where the function f(lambda) was experimentally determined. Stress in six normal and five emphysematous strips was calculated by dividing the tension at each stretch increment by the strip cross-sectional area. Plotting sigma lambda/(lambda 2-1) versus a function of the form e eta lambda yielded a linear expression for f(lambda), me eta lambda + b, where n = 2. The complete stress-strain behavior of hamster lung strip tissue could then be expressed as a simple function of lambda over a range of lambda = 1.0-2.0: sigma = (lambda 2-1/lambda)(me2 lambda+b) The values of the constants m and b depend solely upon the mechanical properties of the elastic and collagen fiber networks in these atelectatic, saline cycled lung strips. The slope m = 0.151, and the intercept b = 0.416 in normal strips (r = 0.98). In emphysematous strips m = 0.016 and b = -0.199 (r = 0.82). Given the smaller m found for emphysematous strips, less strain energy accumulated with increasing stretch and did not even begin in these strips until lambda = 1.3. Further, the fit of the equation to the data was not as good for emphysematous as for normal strips. We conclude that the above equation adequately describes the stress-strain properties of normal hamster lung strips tissue but is not as good in emphysematous strips where the disease is patchy.